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QUINTET play^ MONTANA GHAMPIONS
SEASON’S LASfr
FIRST TRIANGULAR

NEITHER SIDE
WINS BATTLE

FINAL BASKETBALL GAME OF
YEAR IS SCHEDULED FOR
TONIGHT.

ANNUAL TUG-OF-WAR ENDS IN

DANCE WILL FOLLOW

A DEADLOCK IN THE
By Defeating Teams From Gonzaga and
DARK.
M. S. C. the University Wins Laurel
NEW STUDIES UNDER EFFICIENT FROSH CLAIM VICTORY
—Both Decisions Unanimious.
FACULTY MEN ARE

(At Missoula.)
(At Spokane.)
Co-eds Are to Stage Exhibition in the
While Long and Templeton were Last Thursday evening our debat-1
Gymnasium Against Team From winning the affirmative side of the ing season reached a glorious climax
Deer Lodge.

SPLENDID.

First Year Men Think That They
Pulled Hardest With Best Re
sults—Large Crowd Attends.
By an act of the Thirteenth Legisla

Philippine Independence question when the representatives of the Mon-1tive Assembly (1913), a State School
against the M. S. C., Alva Baird and tana agricultural college and Gonzaga of Forestry has been established at I With eyes bulging from their heads
This evening a return game with Stuart McHaffie were defending the university went down in defeat before!
Missoula, as a department of the Uni and arms ana backs strained to the
Deer Lodge will be played by the negative side against Gonzaga college. the varsity debaters. We were happy versity of Montana. This enables the ( breaking point, the Sophomore and
U. of M. girls’ basketball team in the McHaffie and Baird left Missoula to get the scalp of our Catholic riv University to offer a four years’ course Freshman teams gave up their strug
gym. Practically the same line-up Thursday morning and arrived in als and happy, too, to make the farm of study in Forestry in which the pro- I gle Wednesday evening at the tradi
tional Van Buren street slough and a
that was used in last week’s game with Spokane a few hours before the de-1 ers drink the cup of bitter hemlock. i|fessional training of men for the man large crowd went home in the dark—
bate. The contest was held in the With only three weeks after the Utah I
the Montana college will play tonight college gymnasium, which was beau conquest in which to prepare for the I agement and utilization of western i disappointed.
forests may be carried on in a western
Coach Mustaine has been conducting tifully decorated, before an audience triangular contest, and with Gordon environment and with the forests of i Referee Dornblaser shot his pistol at
some special practices this wek in or of 500 people.
Watkins prevented by illness from go the west for classrooms and laboratory. approximately ten minutes of five, and
der that the last game of the season The Judges were the Rev. Mr. Burt- ing to Spokane the varsity debaters, The new course of study is entirely I when he fired again at 7.20 to call off
ner, Principal Hargreaves of the, Spo
the contest at dark, neither side had
may be played in a manner creditable kane high school and Professor Tay Will Long, Payne Templeton, Stuart distinct from the work which has been [ gained enough rope to be called vic
McHaffie and Alva Baird, worked like I offered at the University during the j
to the varsity five. They have put lor of W. S. C.
trojans and captured the champion past five years. During this time the) tors. The freshmen, however, claim a
forth splendid and conscientious effort John Barrington opened the debate ship of the trangular league. Two I forestry schedule consisted of a few partial victory at least from the fact
for
Gonzaga.
After
stating
what
the
during the entire season and the game
unanimous decisions tell the story of studies in the botanical aspects of the that never before since the annual St.
affirmative wished to consider he set our victories, and eliminates all doubt j subject presented in connection with Patrick’s pull has been adopted at the
tonight will be a good one.
.University, has the Sophomore team
The Montana College team is made about to prove the first two points of as to the quality of our teams. How- I the work in botany. Now, however, failed to pull their lesser brothers
the argument, namely, that to retain
up of players fast enough and clever the Philippines was the principle of j ever, our men had, by no means, an the Legislature has made a liberal ap through the mire.
propriation for the establishment of
enough to keep our girls on the look American democracy and that the easy time. Eberle and Steel of Boze forestry instruction upon a profes
A "large crowd gathered at 4 o’clock
out Victory for us will not be easily Filipinos are morally fit to govern man proved to be worthy foes, and de- I sional basis.
to watch the match and for two hours
serve credit for the able manner in
won.
and
a half they alternated from sighs
themselves: He was followed by Mr.
The courses, as now prescribed, tolVX»3>L OUT TO SDK T U P TUSSLE. McHaffie, who devoted a lew 'minutes which they handled their end ftf the | Tdtk Tafiiny"trtfe TectsrmnTmrflHtions and
debate. No less worthy opponents
to refultatlon and then proved that were Barrington and Brophy of Gon directions of prominent lumbermen and from one side to the other. Goaded
the Filipinos are unfit for self-gov zaga. Too much oratory and too lit the administrative officers of the na by thoughts of disgrace the Sophs
ernment because they are not a tle real arguments seems" tt» have tional forests located in the west, and never slacked for an Instant on their
homogenous people.' Mr. John Bro- been the failing of our opponents. are essentially planned to give men a end and, urged on by the great honor
phy then continued the argument for Smopth delivery, backed by >strong practical training in the actual field of being the first team to pull the sec
the affirmative. He spent consider constructive argument and keen refu work of forest management and in ond year men through, the Frosh
able time in an effort to overthrow tation were the weapons used by our logging and lumbering and other pulled fiendishly amid the cheers and
groans of their admiring sister co-eds.
means of forest utilization.
McHaffie’s argument and continued men to defeat their rivals.
This action of the Legislature of Two other exhibitions served to keep
the direct argument by endeavoring
The Debates.
BUCKLEY ORATORICAL CONTEST to show that the Filipinos are intel
Montana recognizes the need of west up the spirits of the onlookers when
In Missoula Payne Tempfeton and
WILL BE HELD AT NEXT
lectually fit for self-government. Mr. Will Long defended the Question of ern schools for western men. The the rope had slacked for a moment.
CONVOCATION.
Baird closed the direct argument by Philippine Independence against Eber west has its own forest types and its Buddy tried to take the conceit Out
peculiar forest problems; the most of President Weidman’s dog, but be
using his alloted 12 minutes for di
The Buckley oratorical contest will rect argument. He proved that the le and Steel of the agricultural col efficient men in western forestry, other fore the fight could be fully decided
be held next Wednesday night, March Filipinos are unfit for self-govern lege, who upheld the negative. The things being equal, is the man familiar by the cheering judges the respective
25, in the university assembly. Two ment because they have not reached a affirmative speakers showed that such with western conditions by experience owners kicked their respective posses
sets of judges have been selected— sufficiently high standard of civiliza independence would be beneficial to and training. The development of the sions into the drink and the contest
Doctor Reynolds, Mrs. Coffman and tion and that there is no immediate the United States and to the Philip lumber industry in Montana and in ants emerged with their tails wet and
pines. The negative speakers, how other parts of the Pacific Northwest, their ardor cooled.
A. L. Stone are to Judge the composi need for independence.
tion, the Rev. Gatley, Professor Trexler In rebuttal Gonzaga did not show ever, endeavored to prove; that inde the boundless timber resources of the Whether to distract the attention of
and Professor Kemp the delivery. up as effectively as in direct argu pendence in 1920 would be disastrous west, all point to the conclusion that the opposing team or whether pushed
by a blow in the back, the crowd was
Gordon Watkins, manager of debate ment Their delivery was good but for a people who are unfit to govern the west is to be, in the not distant Iunable
to determine, when Mr. Owens,
and oratory, reports that the contest they did not have the facts to seri themselves. At the end of tlie main future, the scene of principal educa the adventurous freshman from Hel
ants who are all men, are making ously injure the argument of the neg speeches no one in the audience could tion in forestry as well as of practice ena, took his daring plunge, straight
Mr. McHaffie made a rapid- tell what would be the result of the in forestry of the nation.
good progress under Mrs. Macleod’s ative.
fire rebuttal which put a decided
The need of proper training for this into the hidden depths of the dividing
coaching. Those Intending to try out crimp in the policy set forth by the debate.
pond. It was conceded by all who wit
are Jack Jones, Carrol Baker, James affirmative and Baird closed the de Long opened the rebuttal with good work becomes ever more apparent. nessed the chilling splash, however,
Brown, Ivan Merrick, Dick Woody, bate by overthrowing the main con refutation which was hotly contest Never before did the lumbermen of the that Mr. Owens got wet. He is glori
of the Gonzaga team that the ed by Eberle, who challenged the af west.so strongly urge and demand a
Parson May and Bruce Hopper. The tention
fied by the fact that he was the only
Filipinos are fit for self-government.
prize is twenty dollars, in currency or The judges rendered a unanimous firmative to quote authorities who combination of professional training, one to furnish the crowd with what
had lived in the islands more than practical ability, and familiarity with
a medal as the winner desires.
^decision in favor of Montana.
they had vainly waited for two hours
three years and who favored indepen
to see.
(Continued on Page Four.)
dence. The challenge was accepted
land beautifully answered by Payne
Templeton whose powerful rebuttal
{turned a possible defeat into a glorilous victory. A unanimous decision
was awarded the varsity team,
j In Spokane Alva Baird and Stuart Miss Ethel Blomgren, who was yes coming a teacher of those branches
IMcHaffie upheld the negative side of terday awarded the Claribel Leggat- when she shall have completed her
the same question against Barrington Couse scholarship by the College club, four-year course.
and Brophy of Gonzaga, who defend is a loyal Butte girl. She was born in This young girl has made an envi
ed the proposition. The main conten this city in 1895 and has spent all of able reputation in the high school for
tions of the affirmative was that in her life here. She has gone through her marked ability as a student and
dependence in 1920 would be just to all the public schools from the first grade for her loyalty to the institution. In
concerned, and that the Philippines to the high school and will complete character, she is lovable; in man
are fit for self-government. These
ner, she is bright and vivacious.
(contentions were ably met by Baird the high school course this coming The College club is well pleased with
land McHaffie of the negative, who June.
(showed that the Filipinos are unfit for Next September, Miss Blomgren will its selection and feels confident that
(self-government and that independence take advantage of the scholarship Miss Blomgren will fully meet its ex
{is unnecessary. Twice in rebuttal which has been granted her and will pectations and will be a credit to it
(were the Montana speakers inter- enter the University of Montana, where and the Claribel Leggat-Couse scholar
irupted by the Spokane men, seemingshe will specialize in mathematics and ship. She is the first to receive its
the sciences, with the ambition of be benefits.
(Continued on Page Four.)
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Tonight Is
Your Last
Basketball
For a Year

BUTTE YOUNG LADY GIVEN
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The University of Montana is des
perately in need of a song to call her
She lacks one of the proverbial
Pronounced “Ki-meen.” This is a word taken from the language of the own.
“college hymns” which form the so
Selish tribe and means writing, or something in black and white.
cializing, unifying, battle-winning
Published on Thursday of every week by the Associated Students of the force of every great university. The
University of Montana.
strongest appeal for love of the Alma
Mater is made through a song of this
Subscription rate, $1.00 in advance.
sort; a large percentage of the enlist
ing of new students is accomplished
through its mediums; and not a little
of
the student’s joy in finding himself
OF THE
OFFICIAL
an actual participant in college activ
ities comes from the lusty shouting
A. S. U. M.
PAPER
of his college song.
Can Montana, then, afford to be
without this asset to her natural vigor
Entered as second class mail matter at' Missoula, Montana, under Act Iand enthusiasm?
Congress of March 3, 1879.
j Indeed not! She must adopt, at no
distant date, a song which will incor
Acting Editor
porate all the glory of “the copper,
Merle Kettlewell ...
the silver, and the gold”; which will
Managing Editor
crystalize
the spirit of western free
Percy N. Stone ......
dom and of the love and loyalty of
Society Editor
every Montana student for his Uni
Grace Mathewson
versity; and which will radiate these
Sporting Editor
Harold Lansing ....
I qualities upon every occasion which
Reporters.
I calls for the singing of the college
W. Long____ __________ ____ ’16 R. Jacobson ...
hymn.
E. Stephenson ........... .................. ’15 H. Hawk .........
President Weidman, at the last A.
J. Frye, ’17
S. U. M. meeting, suggested that “MonBusiness Manager.
| tana," which we have sung more or |
A. A. Clapper ...................... ........................... —...
j less, might admirably serve our purAssistant Business Manager
J. J. Ector ... _________________......— ------ Li,----| pose and that we might well make it
Circulation Manager
out official song. The Kaimin will
Bruce Hopper __............................. ...................... .—
print the words of the song this week
for the benefit of students who are un
THURSDAY, MARCH 19, 1914.
familiar with it.
We hope that each student will come
THE DEBATING SEASON OF 1914.
to a decision upon this subject. If
this is the sort of song we need and
At Missoula—University of Montana won from Mon want let us take action upon it at the
next A. S. U. M. meeting. If it does
tana State College. Montana team, Payne Templeton and not
seem to satisfy us let us tend to
William Long.
the composing of one which will. The
At Spokane—University of Montana won from Gon- combined efforts of the rhymsters and
zaga University. Montana team, Alva Baird and Stuart Mc- song birds so numerous upon the cam
pus, would make the task a light one.
Haffie.

At Bozeman—Gonzaga University won from Montana We believe that our new A. S. U. M.
State College.
president, affectionately known as
/Thgse are the concluding results of the .debating ^sea “Spud.^” ia. inoculating into the studentbody
the right sort of spirit. Let us
son of 1914 for the University of Montana. Taken with
his enthusiasm and add our
the earlier victory over Utah, they constitute the most emulate
in helping him to carry out his
favorable comment upon Montana’s place among the debat mite
“wild schemes.”
ing teams of the Northwest. No more glorious victory has Montana should be proud of the stu
dent attendance at assemblies. . We
ever been won in the history of the Varsity’s activity.
The men who accomplished this did so with no sacri notice in many of our exchange edi
torials
that weekly and sometimes
fice of their regular work as college students. But they did daily, the
editors hurl at their appar
sacrifice many an hour of pleasure, many an evening that ently unimpressionable readers bitter
they might have spent in lighter occupations or in the lux invectives against the practice of "cut
ury of rest. It means much to possess the determination, ting" and using the assembly periods
the will-power, the concentration, and the unfailing perse for study or fussing. Last week one
them wrote in object despair, “What
verance shown by such students. In the words of the of
shall we do?”
editor of The Missoulian:
We rejoice that we have not the
“Of more importance than a great football triumph is same cause for regret at Montana.
this; in a battle of brains students of the University have
shown superiority over the chosen representatives of her CRAIGHEAD LEAVES
two dearest rivals. Payne Templeton and William Long.
FOR OLD CHICAGO
Alva Baird and Stuart McHaffie—they are the four men
who have won this victory for their Alma Mater. To them PRESIDENT GOES EAST TO AT
TEND IMPORTANT BUSI
is due more credit than is accorded members of winning
NESS MEETING.
athletic teams. Gordon Watkins, prevented by illness from
participating in the; Spokane debate; Dr. Carl Holliday andj
Craighead is in Chicago
Professor George Coffman, debate coaches, and Mrs. Alice IthisPresident
week attending the annual meet
Macleod, head of the Department of Public Speaking, must ing of the North-Central Association
share in the glory of this, Montana’s most glorious day.”
of High; Schools and Colleges. This as
STAY WEST, YOUNG MAN.
Three hundred high school graduates annually leave Montana for eastern
colleges. This is an authoritative statement and it presents one of the most
perplexing phases of higher education in this State.
Some of the universities and colleges to which these young people go are
no larger than their home institutions. Others are so flooded with students
that the number of freshmen admitted has to be strictly limited. In many
of them it is necessary to make application for entrance at least a year before
registering.
The eastern colleges recognize the disadvantages of such a condition as
well as we, the students of the West, do. They are looking to the western
colleges for the solution of the difficulty. They recognize the ability and the
high efficiency of these newer institutions as worthy of educating the younger
generations of the West. They are beginning to publicly advise these young
people not to overlook the opportunities at home just because they are at
home.
The Kaimin is glad to echo the Inter-Mountain Educator in advocating
“Montana Institutions for Montana People.”

What advantage is there in a large university, anyway? The chief justice
of the State of Maine says; “The difference between a large university and
a small college is that in the large university the student goes through more
college, while in the small college, more college goes through the student.”

J . P . R e in h a rd
104 W. Main St.

Hardware
Crockery
Paints
Harness
Studebaker Wagons

Roses, Violets, Crysanthemums, Carnations cut
fresh every day at the
MISSOULA
NURSERY CO.

B a r b e r & M a r s h a ll

GOOD
THINGS
TO EAT
Grocers to the South
Side

The only

Short Mill Wood
That is fair to Kaimln readers
IS sold by

The Polleys Lumber
Company

Store, Montana Bldg., Bell 192
Green House Bell 45

(City saw mllL)
Dry stove length, $4.60 per load
Kindling --------- .$3.75 per load
Office at the Mill. Phone 414.

A . D . P R IC E

H e n le y , E ig e m a n

"The Old Reliable’’

Stationer
College, Fraternity and Sorority
Pennants. Eaton, Crane & Pike
stationery and all late books.
FLORENCE HOTEL BLOCK

Scandinavian American
State Bank
MI880ULA, MONTANA

General Banking
Business Transacted.
3 per cent Paid on Sav
ings Deposits.

BIJOU THEATRE
Always in the Lead

Vaudeville and PhotoPlays
Entire Change of Program Sun
day, Monday and Thursday.
No Vaudeville on 8unday.

and

C om pany

Grocers
A CLEAN STORE
Good Goods
Right Prices
TRY US and SEE

The Butte
Cleaners
J. Tope, Student Agent
Bell 506 Red
Ind. 1681
506-508 Higgins Ave.

Owen Kelly
KEY WE8T AND DOMESTIC
CIGAR8.

Pool and Billiards
Pipes, Tobaooo and Cigarettes
Agents for JOHNSON’S SWEET

CHOCOLATES.
“Meet Me at Kelly's”

Florence Hotel Building

For a Cup of
T h e
F ir s t

N a tio n a l
B a n k

Pays 3 per cent Interest
on Savings Deposits.

Good Coffee and
Quick Lunch
Go to
T h e C o ffe e P a r lo r

sociation is composed of representa
tives from all the territory north of the I
Ohio River, extending east to New
York, and west to Montana.
The purpose of the meeting is to pass
THE
upon and select a list of accredited
99
66
WESTERN MONTANA
schools in this territory for the cur
O
N
Y
X
rent year. Those schools that are ac
NATIONAL BANK
credited by this body will be recog-1 Silk Hose, 50c, $1.00, $2
nized as standard by the other schools
CAPITAL............... $200,000.06
in the association, and work done by
All colors
SURPLUS............... 50,000.00
students in any one of these accred- j
ited schools will be accepted by any
other school to which the student may
M a p e s &
M a p e s
G. A Wolf . . President
wish to go.
J. H. T. Ryman . Cashier
Mont.
This accreditation is very important! Missoula
to the schools of Montana, and Presi-j
dent Craighead and State Superintend
Peoples Shoe Repair Shop
ent Davee have an important mission
STEIN & MITCH
to perform in Chicago by exerting their
105 South Third
Apprenticed
mechanic, make- of boots
TAILORS
efforts to gain for us this recognition.
and
shoes
to
order.
The meetings will be held the 19th, All work made by us is guaranteed for
NO FACTORY WORK
20th and 21st of this month. It is Style and Fit, First Class Workman
Original and Guaranteed Work. Give
ship.
probable that President Craighead will <
Ua a Trial.
return Monday.
Room 4, Second Floor Gibson Block
Pat Nolan, Proprietor.

UNIVERSITY SOCIETY
GRACE MATHEWSON.

Cards and music furnished amuse- Iidea of “An Old-Fashioned Garden” {
At Craig Hall.
The dormitory girls were hostesses Iment for the evening. The party in- was carried out in the table decora- j
to a large number of their men I eluded Mrs. McLeod, Misses Edmonds, tions with baskets of garden gems j
friends on Saturday evening at Craig Lucille Thompson, Eunice Dennis, Iand flowered menu cards. The same j
hall. The parlors were cleared for Susie Bandmann, Lenore Hemmick, idea prevailed throughout. Mrs. D. I
dancing and tables were arranged Grace Reely, Mr. Edwin Stanley and G. Haviland acted as toast-mistress, .
|and responses were given by Mrs.
for cards and other games in the din Ithe host.
ing room. The decorations were j On Sunday evening Professor Mus !Edgar Polleys, who picking “Our
suggestive of St, Patrick's day. taine had as his guests Mr. and Mrs. IRose,” toasted “Fraternal Love;” the
Shamrocks were tastefully arranged j Newlon, Misses Margery Maxwell, j Misses Ruth Nutting, who wrote the.
in the parlors, and brilliant green jVera Pride, Alice Hardenburgh, Cor- Selac, toasted “Youth;” Hilda Marsh,
streamers in the dining room. Jon linne McDonald and Beatrice Tabor. who with the hollyhock, toasted “Am
quils' in prolusion added charm to the Music was enjoyed and refreshments bition;” Madge Beatty of Great Falls,)
who with the aster, toasted "Vari
rooms. The decorative scheme was served.
ety;" Helen Wear, who with the I
carried out in the dainty appoint
jasmine, toasted “Friendship,” and I
ments of the refreshments.
) For Kappa Kappa Gamma.
The committee in charge of the | Mrs. F. C. Scheuch and Mrs. H. L. Bess Wilde, who with the golden rod
party consisted of "Misses Grace I Wilkinson, patronesses of Kappa toasted “Encouragement”
Saner, Kathryn Sutberlln, Grace Math- Kappa Gamma, entertained in honor Seated around the banquet board |
ewson and Anna Beck. The young of the sorority on Saturday afternoon were Mrs. D. G. Haviland, Mrs. Ed- j
ladles were ably assisted by sub at the home of Mrs. Wilkinson. Cards, gar Polleys. Mrs. D. C. McGregor,
committees. Miss Mary Stewart, music, sewing and informal conver Mrs. C. A. Bisbee, Mrs. Frank Bon- ■
dean of women; Miss Eloise Knowles, sation were enjoyed and a daintily ner, Mrs. O. E. Slaussen and the
Mrs. G. F. Reynolds and Mrs. A. N. appointed tea served. The guests in Misses Hannah Book, Grace Stoddard,
Whitlock, assisted Miss Esther Bire- cluded Misses McCullough, Sloane, Helen Wear, Maude Johnson, Gladys
ly, house president, the executive Lucy, Birdsall, Johnson, Leary, Math- Huffman, Madge Beatty, Nell Simp- j
committee and the other girls of the ewson, Murrajt, Cronk, Railsback, kins, Florence Carney, Ruth Nutting, I
ball in receiving the guests.
[Rector, Skinner, Lahr, Elrod, Murr, Bess Wilde, Winifred McLaughlin,
O’Flynn, Thomas, Hershey, Sterling, Amy Brusven, Hilda Marsh, Cora
Misses Isabel Willoughby and Mar Polleys, C ,:Johnson.
Harmon and Mabel Lyden.
jorie Palmer of Butte visited Miss The hostesses were assisted in
Arva Willoughby at Craig hall over serving by Miss Wilkinson.
For Visiting Delta Gammas.
the week-end.
Sunday evening Miss Amy Brus-1
Misses Ryan and Hazel Arthur, The Misses Maude Johnson '12 of
ven entertained at a St. Patrick’s
who were in Missoula for the high St. Ignatius, Madge Beatty, ex '14 of day spread in honor of the visiting
school debate, spent the week-end at Great Falls and Gladys Huffman ’13 Delta Gammas, the Misses Madge
Craig hall.
of Butte were in Missoula to attend Beatty of Great Falls and Gladys
the Delta Gamma reunion banquet. Huffman of Butte. The tables were
At Breakfast.
Misses Isabel Gilbert and Arva The Misses Huffman and Johnson beautiful in their profusion of green
Willoughby entertained at breakfast have returned to their work. Miss smilax, hats, flags and shamrocks.
on Saturday and Sunday mornings in Beatty will spend a week visiting Those who partook of the delightful
refreshments were Misses Gladys
honor of the visiting young ladies with Pi chapter.
Huffman, Madge Beatty, Florence
from Butte. The guests were Misses
Delta
Gamma
Reunion
Banquet.
Lynch, Hilda Marsh, Bess Wilde,
Louise Webber, Ethel Stubblefield,
The
third
annual
banquet
of
Pi
Florence Carney, Winifred McLaugh
Beatrice Tabor, Grace Saer, Esther
chapter
of
Delta
Gamma
was
hela
lin, Ruth Nutting, Cora Harmon, Nell
Birely, Stella Duncan. Hazel Lyman.
Diana Uline, Hazel Arthur, Marjorie at the Palace hotel Saturday evening. Simpkins, Mabel Lyden and Messrs.
March 14. Invitations were issued to Raymond Bailiey, Colin Clements,
Palmer and Isabel Willoughby.
all the Delta Gammas in the state Jocelyn Whitaker, Claude Simpkins,
and succeeded in bringing to reunion Lloyd Johnson, Gregory Powell,
Professor Mustaine Host.
Professor W; W. H. Mustaine was all the members of the alumnae and Archie Hoel, Slam Crawford, F. R.
at home to several members of the active chapters at Missoula as well as Glover, H. N. Yeoman, Mr. and Mrs.
girls' basket ball team on Saturday. several out-of-town members. The O. E. Hanssen and the hostess.

A n a c o n d a

C o p p e r

M
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Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds of mill work
and box shooks.
A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes.

FINE STATIONERY

When writing letters nice stationery is an important factor—it often
means much for the writer. Our stock is full of atractlve sizes and
colors and represents everything new and up-to-date.

M IS S O U L A D R U G C O M P A N Y
HAMMOND BLOCK

-----------------"N
UNITED
I

CLOTHES

m p r e s s
TODAY’S

'

PROGRAM

SHOP

ANTONY

We specialize on suits
and overcoats at one
price.

CLEOPATRA

AND

7>500 People
Staged and Produced in

No more $15.00 No less

Rome, Italy and Alexan
dria, Egypt

Equal to Others at $25.00.

8 Reels
Price 15c and 25c

Your inspection invited.
PEERS & WHITE
314 Higgins Avenue

Royal Bakery
Home Made Bread,
Cakes, Pies, Rolls,

1

Empress Pips Organ and Concert Orchestra,

D r .

R .

H .

N e ls o n

Dentist
Room 46 Higgins Block
i Phone 1009
Missoula, Mont.

Cookies and Doughnuts

Today.” Many anxious eyes watched With restless hands, eyebrows and
Hot Cross Buns Every Friday
-■
the narrow front door of M. LeBIanc, shoulders, the amazing possibilities of
Bell
415. 531 So. Higgins. Ind. 1687
M. LeBIanc leaned disconsolately and at 11:30 a general rush held it such a business in such a location with
against the sash register and gazed wide> pe0ple piled in—actors and their so wonderful a patronage were enacted
about from the greasy looking tables L awdry companlons> beggar8i tire(J before the very eyes of the astounded
Englishman.
and spattered chairs, sprawled in ir
regular groups, to the flies buzzing In Journalists, a few interested spectators: The crowd having eaten everything I
the dingy front windows. The air was a stran*
*e assortment, y<* having one available was rapidly thinning and in GENERAL ELECTRIC 8UPPLIE8
close and garlicy. M. LeBIanc tapped tra,t ln common-they were all hungry. the relieved stillness M. waxed elo Construction and Repairs. Fixtures,
Bells, Batteries, Eto.
his forehead with a pudgy finger and 0ut of the Jumbled mass a man quent.
sighed; the room was empty and so | slouched into the last empty chair. He “Ah, M„ it is the chance of a life Both Phones
318 Higgins Avs.
was the cash register. In freshly paint- wa* fat and red and dlrty' Hl8 oo1- time. I, myself, am desolate at the
thought
of
what
I
am
giving
up.
This
ed letters a sign filling a third of the larleM 8hlrt’ once blue’ was open at
window read. “For Sale.” He was the neck and over hls heavy Jaws clung j beautiful place in this most thriving
ruined—unless—Volla! An idea! He a mass of brl8tly reddish whiskers, district is worth five times what I
Osteophathic Physician
straightened up briskly and rubbed his Siezing the chair, he crowded hls ask, but I cannot stop to make terms,
Rooms 118, 119, 120, 121
hands together. Hls face lightened repulsive bulk between a gaily dressed j I sell at this astonishing sacrifice be 2nd Floor First National Bank Bldg.
slowly as the idea took form and his chorus girl and a famished art student cause I am called away on private du
little black eyes snapped craftily. He j an<J he began to eat Huge mouth- J ties. I congratulate you, that you, M.,
We are dispensers in all
paused and listened. A heavy step fuls he thrust between his cavernous arc the lucky man to chance on this
echoed down the empty street It Jaws; bread, meat, coffee, champagne; I amazing bargain.” He paused for
Misses’ Ready-to-Wear
stopped a moment then turned toward Jeverything in sight disappeared so rap- breath.
Goods
the entrance.
idly that his neighbors, before drawr Stroking his heavy mustache thought
With a silent swiftness, amazing in I away from him in haughty resentment, fully, the Englishman looked around
one of such breath, he presented him- became alarmed and soon the noise of slowly at the tumbled chairs and un
"Economists to the People.”
self in the doorway, smirking and smil- | scraping chairs and clattering tongues | tidy tables, and then he turned to
M
.
LeBIanc.
ing, redolent with politeness. A beefy and dishes was swelled by a chorus of
looking Englishman faced him.
' “Out with him! Out with the Hobo!” *Hum,” he said, "doubtless what you
“I see your place is for sale,” he be- I A regular bedlam broke loose. M. j say is true, but what I wanted was a
ganwaved his excited arms in vain. Final- quiet boarding house—Good-day.”
“Ah, yes, M., it is so, but would M. I ly In desperation the police were sumHAWTHORNE,
be so obliging as to call tomorrow at owned and after a struggle M. Hobo |
noon and we will talk. I am engaged found himself deposited forcibly in the
at present.”
street.
The regular meeting of Hawthorne j
The Englishman nodded as he turned The clocks struck twelve and still {Literary Society was held Monday
away.
the riotous crowd showed no signs of evening, March 16. A program, con S i m o n s P a i n t a n d
Within the closed door M. LeBIanc abating. M. LeBIanc prancing per- sisting of the following numbers was j
P a p e r H o u s e
capered joyfully, the idea expanding spirlngly about, kept one anxious eye given:
in hls fertile brain like a poppy ln the on the door, the other on his guests, Singing.___________-By the Society
12 Higgins Avenue
sun.
Suddenly he spied the figure he sought. Shortstory__ _________ Helen Smith I
Next morning various weary looking The beefy Englishman entered slowly, Impromtu speech—Liberal Politics
Club in the U. of M.----------actors, from the ancient boarding house He stared about him in blank amazeGEORGE MILLER,
______________Payne Templeton
across the way viewed with astonished | ment—startled and shocked. The litand unbelieving eyes the sign in the tie Frenchman strutted up, hls chest Trip to Spokane-... — .... .Alvah Baird
The Barber
restaurant opposite. In bright red it extended like a pouter pigeon and Reading, from Kipling....Gregory Powell I
stood out from its brother sign like a with beaming pride proceeded to point After the meeting was adjourned ‘Under the First National
glorious message, “Free Dinner 11.30 out the beauties of the crowded room. fudge was served to those present.
Bank Building
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LUCK SCHOL
FOLLOWS GODBE'S 1 BY UNIVERSITY

LOGGING COURSE

The Missoulian

(Continued From Page One.)

woods work for the handling of their
difficult operations; and again, never
Offers specially attractive inducements to those
before were the private, state, and na-!
persons who are fastidious in their demands for
tional
forests
of
the
west
so
greatly
LIST OF FELLOWSHIPS ARE SENT
artistic work in printing. Student societies and
in
need
of
professional
foresters
with
BROADCAST BY SCHOOL.
fraternities whose needs in the line of printing
both practical ability and knowledge of
MANY NEW ONES.
the 'Woods as well as technical training.
are exacting will find in The Missoulian print
CAPTAIN-ELECT OF THE UTAH
The location of the College of Fores
shop exactly what they require. The men who
AGGIES HAS HAD A LIFE HARD
In the past week the following an try in the University of Montana is
make Missoulian printing are artists in their line;
PRESSED BY FATE.
ideal
for
its
purpose.
Missoula
is
in
nouncements of fellowships and schol
to
them printing is more than the mere sticking
the
heart
of
the
great
Inland
Empire
arships were sent to every college and
timber region. The largest white pine:
of type and obtaining an impression from it. They
normal
school
in
the
country:
The hero of the following story from
forest in the world extends westward
understand the real art of printing. This is why
the Salt Lake Telegram was injured For the year 1914-15 the University almost from the gateway of the cam
offers
the
following
fellowships
and
Missoulian printing is pleasing to those who in
in Missoula in a game played with the
pus.
To
the
north
and
south
stretch
sist upon having fine work. To the student who
University. His injuries here are men- scholarships:
the great mountain forests of Montana
‘ tioned below where it says “he fin Graduate Fellowships—Ten fellow- J
has individual needs in this direction The Missou
The headquarters of Dis
ships
with
a
stipend
of
two
hundred
j
and
Idaho
ished up the football season on
lian shop is inviting. Combined with the artstic
and fifty dollars each and exemption trict 1 of the United States Forest
crutches.”
service,
governing
the
administration
skill of its workmen, this shop prides itself upon
Utah possesses one No. 13 athlete. from tuition and fees. These fellow of more than twenty national forests,
the care used in the selection of material. We
To be born on Friday the thirteenth is ships are for the promotion of gradu are located here. The supervisors’
study and research and are open
ask consideration when any printing work is proj
not one of his misfortunes, but he cele ate
to graduates of universities and col- offices and headquarters of three of
brates each Friday the thirteenth as leges which maintain high standards those national forests are also in Misected. We are sure that we can please you.
solemnly as though it were his anni of scholarship. They are assigned to s°ula<and aome twenty other national
versary and for him to slip throu'gh the various departments according to forests are closely located around this
M is s o u lia n
P u b lis h in g
C o m p a n y
such a day without a hazardous ex the merits Of the applicants.
j center.
perience or a hair breath escape from Graduate and Undergraduate Schol- Thus the practical operations of the
West Main Street, Missoula.
death is always a miracle .to him. arships—Twenty-five scholarships with management and administration of the
Lawrence Godbe, captain-elect of the a stipend of one hundred dollars each national forests are available for study
1914 Logan Aggie football team, is the and exemption from tuition and fees, the year round; the valuable assistperson in question. He has had more These scholarships may be awarded ance of the expert foresters, engineers
hard luck than any athlete of Utah. either for graduate or for undergrade and specialists of the Forest Service is
The fact that he has not been killed ate study. They are open to graduates freely given in lectures, instruction,
Outright, he affirms, makes his dilem of universities, colleges, or normal field demonstration and in the direcAt Moderate Prices at
ma all the more remarkable. He is schools, and to advanced undergrade | tion of training and planning of courses
forced to live in constant agony of ates of promise. An applicant must of study.
fate.
show that; he is able to enter the In the region closely surrounding
136 Higgins Avenue.
The latest mishap to Godbe. occurred Junior year of the College of Arts and the school are many large logging and
only last week when one of his toes Sciences.
lumber manufacturing operations.
was almost severed from his foot. He - Scholarships in Education—Twenty Some of the largest lumbering operadid a no more offensive act than laugh scholarships with a stipend of fifty tions in the northwest are within a
For Up to the Minute
during his shower bath. His outburst dollars each and exemption from tui few hours’ travel by rail, and' several of
For Finest Meats
of mirth, however, was the cause of the tion, open to graduates of normal these may be reached in an hour by
CLOTHING, HATS,
Give us a trial
accident as his shoulder humped schools and colleges who wish to pur interurban trolly line or automobile.
CAPS AND
against one Of the glass liquid soap re sue, advanced work in the Depart At this meeting place of the plain, 529 South Higgins Ave. Both phenes
FURNISHINGS
ceptacles, which broke. He' stepped on ment of Education.
foothills, and mountains are merged
a piece of the broken glass with the Law School Scholarships —These nearly all the important commercial
SEE
above result.
scholarships give exemption from tui forest types of the west, affording a
Godbe’s reign of hard luck started tion and fees. One scholarship is as region replete with the interesting prob
L I N K ’S
Busha, Student Agent
far back in his town-lot career. His signed to each county in Montana. In lems of westerri forest management.
PHONE 48.
shoulder was broken, in a grade school the case, however, that there is no ap- j The great variety of topographical con125 Higgins Ave
football game. Later his leg was broken j pjicant from a county, the scholarship ditions offers every problem in those
Well—Well—Well—Well
in a Sunday school league football I m^y be assigned to an applicant from difficult means of mountain logging
MAXWELL
game. When he had recovered he en- another county in Montana, or to an which are taxing the ingenuity of the
tered the Salt Lake high school, but appUcant from another state.
western lumberman; bringing forth Looks well—Runs well—Wears well.
Supplies,
Storage, Repairing, Welding., MISSOULA TRUST &
the jinx did not leave him by any I pillows and Scholars may be re- that rapid improvement in method, and
means.
I quired to give limited assistance in the evolution in logging and manufacturCHICAGO GARAGE
SAVINGS BANK
Missoula, Mont.
A broken shoulder, the opposite to
0f the department of their prln- j ing equipment and transportation faCAPITAL .
$200,000.00
the one busted in his grammar school Cjpaj study, not however, to such an cilities, which has created the need for J
,
SURPLUS
YOU CAN’T BEAT THE
days, started his career at the high extent as to interfere with their logging engineers and established the
Officers
schooL This was followed by a j studies.
profession of forest engineering,
SHINES
J. M. Keith . . . . President
wrenched knee. The next year “Lol- Applications must be received not The special opportunities for the
S. J. Coffee . . . . Vice-Pres.
at the
lie’s” ankle was fractured and his other later than May 15th. The awards are study of forestry at the State UniverA . R. Jacobs . . . . Cashier
Missoula Shoe Shining Parlor
R. c.Glddinigs, Asst. Cashier
knee thrown out in football. It was jj,aae not later than June 10th. Appli- sity consist not only in the splendid!
Higgins Ave. Chairs for Ladies
soon after this that his father’s home cations or inquiries should be ad- endowments of nature and the unique
Three per oenit Interest Paid on
burned down and he was forced to live aressed to the Registrar, University of location of the College of Forestry in
Savings Deposits.
’in a tent fQr several weeks. He man-1 Montana, Missoula, Montana.
j a region of intensive forestry prac---------------------------------s
aged to finish the year out, however,
—
tice, but also in the practical nature
volcano?” asked the 0f
without further accidents, but the next “What
courses of study which are of
year he went to the Logan A. C., but teacher.
fered, and in the ' high professional | G e t t h a t E a s t e r
that did not drive away the jinx.
“A mountain with a fire inside,” I standing of the faculty and their many
During his freshman year Godbe had said Mary. A smile of comprehension years’ record of successful practice in
S u it N o w
his right arm broken in football and spread over the puzzled face of the I private, state and national forest work. I
his leg fractured. The next year he smallest Freshman as he said: “Is A large part of the Instruction is
1,500 New Nobby Spring
finished up the football season on that a mountain range?”—Ex.
given in the shops, mills, field and
crutches and last year his arm was
forest. This practice is followed not Patterns—Made for You
broken in a football game with Colora
only through short field trips during!
A N O K A »
do Aggies, which kept him from the
MONTANA WINS
the school year, but also a portion of
Thanksgiving contest with the Uni
one semester of each year is spent in
NO
versity of Utah.
camp, and the student is required to |
MORE
Godbe was elected captain of the
(continued from page one)
spend six weeks of the vacation period
THAN $20
1914 football team by his football asso- I ----------------—
------------------- 3—*— at the end of the Junior year in a sum
dates, probably with the hope that it ly without adequate reasons. The mer school carried on in the camps and
C l u c t t , P e a b o d y f t C o ., I n e . M a k e r*
would drive away the jonah, but evi- varsity debaters crowded the points in mills of nearby lumbering operations.
dently it has not done so. Even while question and kept on fighting. At the The student is expected to spend his
For Lunches and Homeperforming such an inoffensive pastime final count Montana was awarded a vacations, so far as possible, in practi- |
Made Pastry see
as taking a shpwer bath he laughs and, unanimous decision,
cal work in the forest and woods op
S c o tc h W o o le n
as a result, almost loses his toe.
Banquet.
erations. Profitable remunerative em
Lawrence Godbe is one man who is I An elaborate banquet was, after the ployment at this work is made availM ills
112 East Cedar
not hounded by accident insurance j debate, arranged for at the Palace | abje to all students i-ho have shown
agents.
hotel in honor of our guests from I earnestness and diligence in the school.
109 E. Main St.
Missoula.
Bozeman. Unfortunately the visitors .
----------------------M o d e l
L a u n d r y
C o
The department of pharmacy has re had to return home on the midnight Make yourselves nests of pleasant
cently received from Dr. Emil Starz, train and were unable to partake of thoughts. None of us yet knows, for |
M. F. Nesbit, Joe Sibert
a prominent Helena druggist and our hospitality. However, 20 people, | none of us has been taught in early
Agents
member of the state pharmacy board, including Dr. Craighead, the judges of youth, what fairy palaces we may build | Co-eds at Stetson University take an
a valuable piece of apparatus known the debate, some members of the fac of beautiful thoughts, proof against all active part in college athletics. A |
woman’s
athletic
association
has
been
)
Attention, Faculty!
as a Bausch and Lomb microtome and ulty and students interested in de adversity—bright fancies, satisfied formed which will support teams in
LET
a large number Of books dealing with bate oratory, were present at the ap memories, noble histories, faithful say basketball and tennis. Intercollegiate I
special phases of pharmacy. This is petizing repast. It was a fitting con ings, treasure houses of precious and games have been scheduled and let Pettitt, Newlon and Gage
by no means the first gift to the phar clusion for the success of the debating restful thoughts, which care cannot ters will be awarded to those making
WRITE YOUR INSURANCE
macy department by retail druggists of season.
j ------------------------------------------- ---- -——
disturb, nor pain make gloomy, nor the team.
the state; the many books donated by
Bureau of Printing for work that
poverty take away from us—houses
such men show their appreciation of Get your dance programs at the Bu built without hands for our souls to Neatest printing in town at the Bu satisfies, gains recognition and an at
tractiveness that predomlnatea
the work done by the new school.— reau of Printing.
live In.—John Ruskin.
reau of Printing.
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CO-EDS WIN OVER TEAM AT
DEER LODGE
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“PEG” LANSING

SUN IS SHINING;BASEBALL MEN
ON PROSPECTS ! WILL PLAY

Sulphur Smoke from the
Hell Gate
Real school spirit consists of some- 1

CM OS OF
F

IT LOOKS A8 THOUGH WE MIGHT DESPITE FACT THAT A. S. U. M. thing more than a few enthusiastic re
marks and a consolation for defeats.!
VOTED IT DOWN, THEY
PULL DOWN CHAMPIONSHIP
Those who attended the debate last | It
PRACTICE.
IN TRACK.

Takes the Real Inmates o! the Ladies’ Seminary to

week would suggest that an attend
Pull Down the Honors in Basketball.
ance at debates might be a good way
Not all of Montana’s athletes have to show school spirit
For another week we have had fine I turned their efforts to track work,
By taking the long end of a 17 to I The work of the guards was bril
weather. The aspirants for the track About fifteen men are out every night Again we hand it to the girls’ bas 14 score from the girls’ basketball team liant They played to such a good ef
team are the most fortunate of any attired in old Missoula basebaU uni ketball team. They are looked on with of the College of Montana at Deer fect that the M. C. forwards made only
team this year. Not in years has the form8- Some ot them could have fllle<J awe and soulful respect. The pleasure Lodge, the Montana U five won their three baskets during the entire game.
opportunity for early spring training a Missoula uniform last year and filled of a winning basketball team on the second game of the season last Friday The Varsity had some advantage in
been so favorable. What is the re- 11 welL Tho8e that are trylng for the campus causes us to wonder whether night at Deer Lodge. .The game was height When it was known that the
... The
_ squad_ .has reduced
, . to
. about
.
team are men who have had much
one of the fastest and cleanest played "Chaperone” (our "little” center) and
suit?
baseball experience. Every man is a we are being kidded or told the truth. this year and although the Varsity was the "Suffragette” were going to play
15 men and enthusiasm is fast wan- star and ^ team look8 good on paper
Track men need not be discouraged never headed or in danger of being there was noticeable nervousness on
Ing. Is there a reason for this? Yes,
and Qwsley, catchers; Col
tile part of the College.
and it can easily be remedied.
Hnfl and McVey. pitchers; infielders are because of lack of materials and places caught, Interest did not lag for a mo
ment, spectacular plays being executed I The Varsity landed 3 out of 7 chances
The pole vaulters have no place to !•QWS]ey( Ricketts, Kelley and Sheridan; I to work. The teams of the past have that kept the crowd keyed up through- I for baskets and the College 4 out of 8.
practice and no poles to practice I outflelders are Cummins, strand, Kent, I combated the same evils and made
Shea of Deer Lodge umpired and Col
out.
good.
with. In the past, this event has been Crawford and Peak.
The Varsity started off with 3 points j lins of the University refereed.
weak because the men have been set Games are pending with Hamilton,
After the game the College five
in
the
first
minute
of
play.
They
did
back by weather conditions that pre- Deer LodS6( Gonzaga and the Mines, This referee job, whatever the con not hold this lead long, however, as the agreed that they had been beaten by a
vented their training. With a good plenty of games can be scheduled and test, is no snap. All the blame, if | locals successfully netted the leather! better team, fairly and squarely, and
season to train in there is no excuse g now remains for the school to sup- anything goes wrong and no praise if once with a field throw and one free had no alibis to offer.
for lack of material. The men get j p0rt them to the extent of attending! everything is done right. We ought throw, tying the count. The Varsity The Varsity could not have been
the blame for a poor showing, but the games. The management has tak-! to remember the poor, old baseball five soon threw a basket and in addi treated better by the College. In the
the credit for defeat must be placed | en a big risk and feels that a little umpire before we jump hard on the tion got two points on free throws. first place the crowd was orderly and
officials of any match.
where it belongs.
j support should be forthcoming.
This put the Varsity in the lead and! cheered every good play made by the
The high and broad Jumpers are
1 1"
---visiting team. After the game a dance
chafing for lack of practice. The pits work mapped out for him No one We re-echo Principal Ketchem’s sen the College failed to catch up.
was given in the gym and later a kimo. has been told to start training and timent. Show every visiting team a
are not ready and the men are be- no one has been told how to train, good time and they will have “noth answer. After class several expressed i na party in the parlors of the “Dorm.”
coming disgusted. Many men have to follow and some regular duties to ing on us.”
their intention of beginning track work The College aggregation will play the
signified their intention of trying for Let every man have some program [
immediately.
return game here tonight. Coach Mus
every night In that way
____
I taine has been giving the girls extra
the Jumps and are wondering why perform
the carelessness and indifference Poor old Bozeman! Track is evi
they don't get a chance to practice. will cease and we may finally get a dently in need of support over there. The short course men are doing lots | work in an effort to have them playing
Men don’t like to compete unless they good team.
They ought to get busy and emulate of traveling. They have taken two] at their best. The forwards are doing
are in condition and have practiced
the University of Montana in cutting trips to Evaro and several to Bonner. good work while the work of the guards
for their event. Let’s get busy and
out baseball and devoting their ability Their courses cost nearly as much as is better than it has been at any time
fix things. Don’t let the men have a
to turning out a track team.
a course in chemistry. At that they this season. The coach hopes to add
chance- to say that they didn’t have
have 10 months to revive their finances another victory before the curtain is
a place to practice. Fix it so they
But don’t think that we have de while the regular students have only rung down on the season, and the pros
are responsible.
voted ALL our ability to track. We three months in which to make their pects are good.
Line-Up for the Deer Lodge Game.
The distance men are fast-rounding
have a real honest-to-goodness base stake.
Into shape. Captain Taylor is setting
ball team. In fact, it is a whizz. It
a good, fast pace and the men who
the M. S. C. wants any of our games Does the track team rank below the
follow him are bound to show some
we will be glad to accommodate them. football and basketball teams? It University—
thing in the spring. There is keen
seems to us that shoes could be pur
competition in the distance events this MANY PEOPLE ARE INVITED TO One of the budding young surveyors I chased for the track team. Both of
year. The material is above the aver
| ran a level over the track a few days the other teams were fully equipped. Dennis, right forward.. .2 0 1 4
ATTEND THE ANNUAL MEET
5 8 0 13
ago and showed some surprising re It seems hardly right to make the Pride, left forward.......... .5
age and we should be stronger than
IN THE SPRING.
.0 0 1 0
sults. The greatest difference in level members of the track team pay six or Thompson (Cap.) center..O
ever in the mile and two mile.
Reeley, right guard.........00 0 3 0
The sprint men and the hurdles To invite all Montana’s educational between the highest and lowest part seven dollars to run.
Houck, left guard —......00 0 2 0
are working out faithfully. We have men to the Track Meet in May is the was found to be 1.7 ft. It is remark
several additions to our hurdling keynote of the University's hospitality. able that with all the work that has We will recommend any one for a College—
.1 2 2 4
squad and they are certainly welcome Invitations to attend the Interscholas been ‘done on the track, the level medal who will put a dry goods box Sileka, right forward......1
additions. New high-hurdles are hard tic and Intercollegiate Meets are being should remain so good. We certainly at the foot of the library stairs so the Stetson, left forward —..22 2 0 6
.1 0 1 2
Brown
(Cap.)
center...
to find and we are ‘looking ’em sent to all superintendents and high have a good track.
lawyers may have a place to throw I Johnson, center ..............0
0 1 0 0
over” pretty close now, in hope that school principals throughout the state,
matches and other refuse. The lawnj
also to the entire faculties of the col Director Mustaine has discovered a around the library looks like—well, j Cummings, right guard.. .0 0 2 0
some wonder will show up.
Brown, right guard..... 1 0 0 2
Most schools start training in Jan leges at Bozeman, Dillon, Butte and system to get men to come out for not as the lawn should look.
.0 0 2 0
Menninger, left guard__0
uary for meets in May. We have Deer Lodge. President Craighead track. He got out the parallel bars
( Johnson took Brown’s place during
just started and our first meet is hopes in this way to bring about more £he other day and started his gym class
only a little over a month away. Are friendly relations between the schools to work. In about ten minutes some i The appeal for a lounging room for j last five minutes of play and Brown
we so good that we can get Into con of collegiate standing, and also, to one asked if there was any way to men continues to grow louder. The j took Cummings place. The other subs
dition in one month? Let’s get a lit bring the high schools in closer touch get out of it. “Take track and you will library is no fit place for loafers. Ask I were Wood and Thompson. Varsity
be excused from gymnasium,” was the I Miss Cidder if you don’t believe it i subs: Tabor, Lahr, Gillette.
tle system and have every man’s with the University.
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Meets your meat needs.

C o m p a n y .

Jeweler and Optician
Repairing a specialty

8ee Our Fine Display of Poultry

DRUGS, BOOKS
AND STATIONARY

BOTH PHONES

837 N. Higgins Avenue
Bell 260 Red

Boll 117

Ind. 1655

in covering defects—an athletic
implement may look pretty, and
the cheaper It is, generally the
prettier it looks. All Spalding
athletic Implements are made
primarily for use—good looks are
secondary. Catalogue free.

"How Is Your Coal Pile?"

The Perry Coal
Company

Pool and Billiard Hall.
Cigars, Cigarette, Tobacco and
Candy. Boat billiard and popl
tables in town.
WM. MoBRIDE, Prop.
Ind. 725

Paint Often
Works Wonders

Ind. 431

130-132 Higgins Avenue

Home Plate

103 W. Front 8L

J.D. Rowland

Spalding Catologue Cent Free.

J. M. 3WANG0, Mgr.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.
||

110 E. Cedar

Phonos 662

[I--------------------------------------------

i

711 2nd Ave.

Seattle, Wash.

V___________

114 East Main Street
Missoula,

Montana

[ELECTRIC
COOKING
T h e C lean W ay
Missoula Light and W ater
Company

Hoit-Dickinson Piano
Company

Blankbooks and Stationery

Special attention given
to sheet music. Popular
music 15c per copy.
223 Higins Avenue
Missoula,
Montana

Agent for
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER
Orders for Fine Engraving
Solicited
114 E. Main St.
Missoula.

LISTER’S

THE WEEKLY KAIMIN
ARMITAGE RETURNS
FROM VISIT HOME

jAYER GOES AWAY
TO ACT AS JUDGE

IN LECTURE COURSE

IS ITS

IS

The manager of the A. S. U. M. made
a protracted visit to his home in Yel
lowstone county last week. ArmiASSOCIATION OF SCIENTISTS IS
TELLS LARGE AUDIENCE ABOUT j
tage left for Billings Wednesday morn FORBES, CONWAY, ET AL., ARE
FORMED AT UNIVERSITY
THE MOUNTAINS IN A
GETTING OUT FINE YEAR
Prof. Leslie Ayer of the Law School
ing and did riot return until Sunday
OF MONTANA.
PLEASING MANNER.
BOOK.
night, coming back in the stratified
will leave Friday for Mullan, Idaho,
where he goes to judge a debate be The desirability of founding a soci- glory of a new suit, and wearing a hat
“See Montana’s mountains first.”
which he claimed was direct from Par The 1915 Sentinel is now well on
This was the impression forcefully tween Mullan and Wallace. The three y for friendly intercourse and the is, but which looked like the abreviated
made upon the audience that assem Idaho cities, Mullan, Wallace and expression of definite thought on top- headgear of an early Irish lord. In the way to completion. In spite of
bled at University hall last night to | Wardner-Kellogg have a triangular de- | jcs 0f general interest in art and sci- quiries brought forth the information difficulties the annual sure will ap
hear the lecture, "Among Montana’s | bating league and interest in this ac ence has been under discussion for that he had sold his father’s ranch pear. Where cash is lacking inspira
some time by a few friends in the and all that was thereupon. George tion abounds and inspiration is cer
Mountains,” delivered as one of the tivity is running high.
rersity. On Saturday, February
regular lecture-course numbers by Dr. While on his Idaho trip, Prof. Ayer
does not know how to express the ex tain to bring forth cash. The 1915 anM. J. Elrod. The speaker told a sim expects to run over to Wallace in the|the Authentic society was organized uberance of a recently appointed post annual will be the cleverlst Sentinel
ple yet wonderful story of his trips j i n v e s t s o f M Law School. The pro- in a quite informal manner at a cas master’s son, and still longs for the ever produced. Bernice Selfridge as
into the mountains of the Treasure fessors’ “ wel1 M the students of the ual meeting in the biological room of irrigating ditches of the ranch. How head of the Art Department has made
State, excursions which he has made
School> are showine' the Hght the university.
ever, this allays our fears for George’s some splendid cartoons. The novel
every summer for a dozen years. He I spirlt If they continue in the way in The objects of the society are to future, for it was rumored that he in .grouping of photographs is a feature
has scaled the highest peaks and ad which they have started, we will ex bring together young men of similar tended to settle down as a real rancher of the book. More space has been
vanced into the wildness where few pect to see the coveted one hundred tastes and interests; to give its mem and raise grain along with: other things given to group pictures than to indi
men had been before him. From the students by the openlng of schoGl next bers an opportunity to express their of interest.
vidual photographs so that the book
viewpoint of a nature lover and a sci- | September,
views on any and every subject
really contains more pictures than ever
entist he has found wonderous scenes |
frankly and freely; to discover talent This is an exceptionally great sub before. The halftones are especially
of beauty and with his camera pre
THE HONOR ROLL.
and encourage it; to keep abreast of ject. “The earth’s beginning,” as Sir good. The pictures are clearer and
served the choicest ones for his col
the advances in the various depart Robert Ball says, “relates to phenom better and larger than the halftones
lection of scenery that is unequalled. The bars have been put up a whole ments of knowledge by means of pa ena of such magnitude and impor of last year's Sentinel. There is a
He illustrated his lecture last night notch on the Honor Roll this year. To pers read by its members and others tance, that the temporary concerns large variety of snapshots representa
with colored slides selected from this be listed here means no longer good invited; to create an affectionate in which usually engage our thoughts tive of the whole student body. Some
lot and those who heard the lecture work done, but very good work, ir- terest and friendly intercourse be- must be forgotten in its presence. of them are laughable; some are mere
and saw the slides are more than ever j deed. As a result of the more rigorous | tween its members.
Our personal affairs, the affairs of ly pretty but all will go toward mak
• convinced that Switzerland has a demands made by the professors this
The society meetsevery Saturday the nation and of the empire—indeed ing this Sentinel one long to be re
worthy rival in Montana. The lecture semester, the honor roll is smaller than night and essays are read by each of all the nations and of all the em membered.
gave enjoyment to a good audience. iof y°re. though the number of on-the- member in turn. Papers of serious
pires—nay, even all human affairs, 1 One hundred and twenty-five pages
verge students is much larger.
Iimport are to be interspersed with past and present and to come, shrink of the dummy are already blocked out
Phi Mu Alpha, the musical frater These are the shining lights: Ade, others in lighter vein. There are no into
utter insignificance when we are and the rest will be finished by the
nity of America, offers a prize of $100 Anderson, Bol, Brown, Carney, Chad- Officers. Discussion and criticism
end of the week. Hand over your
for the best musical composition to the wick, Clark, Cronk, Culmer, Anna | follows each essay. The essayist of to consider the majestic subject of shekels at Once. The Juniors need
the evolution of that solar system of
words of Joseph Rodman Drake’s Davis, Dorothea Davis, Dixon, Marion
them and you need a Sentinel.
poem, “The American Flag.” The fra- Duncan, Faust, Hamilton, Harden- the evening is the “host” and provides which our earth forms a part.” The
his guests with coffee and light ra
ternity desires to encourage composi- burgh( Hawk> Jacobson( Harold Jones, freshment. Rules are few. The so essayist handled his subject well, and
MISSION CLASS.
a most pleasant and profitable even
tion on this continent,
Kettlewell, Lemmon, Long, McHaffie,
The style of the composition must McLaughlin, Mathewson, Parkhurst, ciety's membership is limited in num ing was thoroughly appreciated.
bers, but is not confined to any year, The next meeting of the society The Mission class under Professor
be a male chorus solo with organ or
Porter, Rolfe, Saner, Selfridge, Shope, Inor to the student body nor even to Iwill be held on Saturday • evening, Trexler will study “Mohamedanism in
piano, or both, as accompaniments.
Relation to Christianity” on next Mon
The contest is open to any Ameri Shull, Smith, Tabor, Thomas, Wallace, j those directly associated with the March 21, when a paper will be read day. Selections from the Koran will
can man whether he is a member of Walton, Ward, Watkins Webber, Whit- university. New members are sub- on “Heredity in the Light of Recent be read to explain the Islamic faith.
ject to election and are to be chosen Research.”
the fraternity or not. The manuscripts ing, Wilson.
The class is increasing in size, and
from those showing a keen interest in
are to be sent to F. Otis Drayton of the
Next Monday night Joseph M. the lectures become more and -more in
the work of the society.,
New England Conservatory of Music
BACK SOON.
will address the university teresting as Professor Trexler retraces
On the basis of merit is the attri Dixon
in Boston, Mass., before August 16.
class of journalism. He will speak his travels through the land of the
The award will be made December 1 Claude and. Herbert Molchoir were bute that seems best fitted to carry on “The Functions and Influence of Arab.
at the annual convention of Phi Mu I unexpectedly called home on business Iout the °Wects °* the society. So the Newspaper.” Mr. Dixon is an in- I
Alpha in Baltimore, Md.—Ex.
| last Friday. They expect to return in long as the lnterests of the univer- teresting speaker and he will speak on Go to the Bureau of Printing for
interesting subject- Everyone 1s
---------------------a few days to resume their studies at s^y as we see them> are their inter- an
your cards.
welcome.
Bigness is born at Montana U.
| the University.
eats, and they possess a somewhat
keen and critical perception of promise, there is no bar to membership.
’ The aim of the society is high, and
we desire to gather around us those
who have similar aims and aspira
tions founded on something at least
a little above mediocrity,
The first meeting of the society
was held on Saturday evening, March
7, when the essay of the evening was
| read by Raleigh Gilchrist on “The
Various Methods of Determining
Molecular weights.” After a brief
historical review the methods of
Dumas, Victor Meyer, Hoffman,
Bleiser and Kohn, Lumsden and oth
T
h a y e r
S
t o d d a r d
ers were discussed. Prominence was
given to the recent method suggested
by Menzies. Many points of difficul
ty were cleared up in the discussion
that followed, and the essayist showed
a good grasp of his subject.
On Saturday, March 14, Boy Wil
son read an essay on the “Planetesimal Theory of the Earth’s Origin.” He
first outlined the theory of the evo
lution of worlds in general, and dealt (
successively with the theories of La-1
place and Lockyer, and objections to
them. The main part of the essay
was 'devoted to the theory compara
tively recently advanced by Cham
berlin and Maulton, supported by Dr. I
See and others, and now generally I
H e K n o w s Y o u r N e e d s
accepted by authorities throughout
the world. The talk was illustrated
by diagrams and pictures of the va- j
rious nebulae as revealed to us by I
f j j l ig g o u ia j iT p l m
a n t i l r
the application of the science of pho-'
tography to solve the mysteries of the j
heavens.
PROFESSOR WILL
UPON DEBATES IN
IDAHO.

F a c u lt y a n d S tu d e n t s

A Graduate of the University
of Montana
Wants Your Votes for

C O U N C IL M A N

v..

Aside from their striking’style and their
clean-cut appearance, it is the quality—the
fabric, fashion and fit which have made R.
B. Fashion Clothes the talk of the town.f
You have a look coming to you. Come in.

J

